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Committee Response to a list of questions posed by a verified TBVE owner 
as received on 14 October 2019 
 
 
1. Why are there double standards when was my husband refused view of the SAP when he 

lives here with me and is an owner in all but name? When your own committee member has 
stated his wife is the owner - from Richard Weakley’s Profile: My wife has been an owner at 
TBV since 2005, having bought off-plan? 

  
 There are no double standards. You are either an owner or not. Steve Fenn is 

not an owner and was therefore was not granted access to the website. To 
demonstrate no double standards, Sandie Wilkinson’s husband was not able 
to attend the meeting on October 4th as he is not an owner.  

 
 Richard Weakley has a legal POA from his wife to act on her behalf.  

Furthermore, Richard Weakley has a legal POA with Boyra Law to act on his 
behalf when he is not in the TRNC. 

 
2. If you believe in what OTBVOA can actually achieve on behalf of owners why does all the 

initial information contain blatant misrepresentations, out-of-date pictures and descriptions 
to name but one. Surely, this proposal should stand on its own merits without the need for 
deception? 

 
 All the words and images were checked and approved by our legal team, and 

while some were indeed taken earlier in the year, most of the photographs 
were taken within two weeks of the first AGM on the 27th September 2019. 
Yet even the older ones still make the point that Resco’s idea of 
maintenance is consistently unacceptable over time, not just in the last 
month. 

 
 Your use of the words ‘blatant misrepresentations’ and ‘deception’ has 

therefore been passed on to Boyra Law for their consideration as it impugns 
their reputation in writing and is therefore potentially libellous. 

 
 Also, even your own forum readily acknowledged the unacceptable state of 

TBV and Resco’s part in this: 
  



 

  

 

 

 “This site can be made to look so much better. It is really shabby at the 
moment.” 

 
 “As for the photos, we are here on site at the moment, they really do reflect 

the true state of TBV have seen 4 gardeners here, 2 are just wandering 
around, 1 carries a broom, he doesn't seem to know what it's for, 1 that has 
been promoted to having a blower, which he just wanders round waving in 
the air.” 

 
“I personally would love to see a change in the site, so if this move offers us 
that chance, or even shakes up the developer and Resco, to improve the site, 
then yes, in my opinion, let's hear what they have to say.” 

 
 “Just returned from 2 weeks on TBV and honestly can say it’s the worst its 

ever looked and is rapidly turning into a transit camp for migrant Turkish 
people, We now not just have a patio fenced in with old pallets to keep 
numerous dogs in but also have a chicken coop complete with crowing 
****erel. No wonder our properties are worth less and less.” 

 
 “What excuse have RESCO got for the dilapidated state of the site. No grass 

to cut, weeds, wooden bridges over the dry gulch falling to pieces. Add that 
to a depleted workforce where is the money going? Just had 2 weeks in TBV 
and never saw John Swayne once, surely as site manager he should be 
walking around the site compiling a job list. If you have an independent 
company and they don't perform you always have the option to get rid 
unfortunately we can’t do that with Resco however bad the site gets. Have a 
look at the pile of rotting cuttings at the end of the stream or beside the 
shop that we had to look at for 2 weeks.” 

  
 “Why is Udi holding on to large amounts of people's money, surely that a 

should be being used to maintain Resco are not pulling their weight site 
looks shabby.” 

 
 “Something has to be done though the site does not look good and they are 

right about properties selling for ridiculous prices plus renting for very very 
little.” 

 
3. The first page of the SAP states actions relevant for all owners, but it is not all owners that 

A) been invited and B) consulted, currently a select few that have been or are involved with 
the Breezing Group? 

 



 

  

 

 

 The Aims and Objectives page is the first page of the SAP, and these were 
drafted and agreed between the members of the first Owners’ Assembly 
committee.  

 
 There is no legal requirement to ‘invite’ or ‘consult’, but members of the first 

committee have been talking with many of TBV’s owners and purchasers 
over time, and this enabled us to draft the Aims and Objectives.  

  
 Interestingly, not one of the other owners and purchasers who have viewed 

the SAP has raised any objection to the Aims and Objectives page or its 
contents, indeed anecdotally these have received widespread support. 

 
 By ‘the Breezing Group’ you are referring to the group of 65 owners that are 

suing the developer for breach of contract, or maybe the 90 members of this 
owners and purchasers group, then your idea of ‘a few’ is not shared by at 
least 90 of TBV’s owners and purchasers, and when the Values and Aims 
were published in a Facebook page, not one of the 150 members of that 
page raised any objections either, nor did they feel any need to amend them. 

 
 We would have preferred to have been able to contact each and every owner 

but we did not have access to the full owners’ database that is owned by 
Resco. Since then the OTBVOA website has been available to all owners. 

 
 4. How exactly will TBVE be transformed? 
 
 In all sorts of ways, and in time, in ways the majority of the owners who care 

about TBV feel they would want. The real point is that transforming TBV is 
one of the agreed aims of the Owners’ Assembly. That aim is based on the 
wholly unacceptable state of TBV, something which you and your colleagues 
on your own forum would appear to agree:  

 
  “…this site can be made to look so much better. It is really shabby at the 

moment.” 
  
 “I personally would love to see a change in the site, so if this move offers us 

that chance, or even shakes up the developer and Rescos, to improve the 
site, then yes, in my opinion, let's hear what they have to say.” 

 
 “…what excuse have RESCO got for the dilapidated state of the site?” 
 
 “Resco are not pulling their weight site looks shabby.” 



 

  

 

 

 
 “Something has to be done though the site does not look good and they are 

right about properties selling for ridiculous prices plus renting for very very 
little.” 

 
 Or perhaps you feel strongly that TBV’s just fine as it is and that Resco’s 

doing a great job, providing everyone at TBV with excellent service delivery, 
complete transparency, and value for money?! 

 
5. Who defines what a “Quality Tenant” is? 
 
 One who has read the SAP, agrees with its content, and respects and abides 

by the rules and regulations set out in the SAP. 
 
6. How can OTBVOA dictate to owners who they can rent to? 
 
 Not only can OTBVOA not ‘dictate’, but it certainly does not wish to dictate to 

whom owners rent their apartments. OTBVOA hopes and expects that by 
improving the site that correspondingly higher rental prices can be achieved 
for our owners. 

 
 We are aware from communication with other sites which have undertaken 

the same Owners’ Assembly process as ours, that rental prices and 
apartment values have increased at their sites. 

 
7. How can the Assembly prevent “unapproved construction”? 
 
 The key is in your word ‘unapproved’. If approval is not sought before 

construction starts then the facilities as described in the SAP (and based on 
the TRNC condominium law) will be used to rectify. 

 
8. If the committee defines “unapproved construction” by what standards and guidelines will 

any decisions be made? 
 
 Again, the key word is ‘construction’. No construction is allowed on common 

ground or construction that changes the visible outline of an apartment 
block. Each case will be treated on its own merits using these guidelines. 
The condominium law sets out how an owner must not negatively impact 
another owner. 

 



 

  

 

 

9. How does the committee intend to deal with the current “unapproved constructions”, such 
as the chicken coop and the construction purporting to be another room on the roof of one 
apartment around pool 3? 

 
 Currently, this is an aspect of TBV’s existing rules and regulations that is not 

being policed. Initially, this sort of thing would be evaluated by discussion 
using the SAP. If that is not effective, the condominium law sets out how an 
owner must not negatively impact another owner. 

 
10. How does the Assembly ensure maintenance invoices are paid on time? 
 
 Generally speaking, in business it is impossible to ensure that invoices are 

paid on time. Cash flow is one of the biggest killers of a small business. The 
SAP supported by the condominium law contains the procedures for dealing 
with non- payers. 

 
11. What does the committee intend to do about the substantial funds outstanding to ResCo 

from its Debtors? And because ResCo have won the case in the lower court against the 
largest debtor, that money could be lost to owners in any move to OTBVOA. 

 
 If by ‘substantial funds’ you are referring to Resco’s outstanding invoices for 

maintenance fees, then the answer is: nothing. Monies legitimately owed to 
Resco (e.g. outstanding maintenance invoices) are Resco’s to deal with as it 
sees fit. Legally and contractually speaking, they are nothing to do with the 
OTBVOA. 

 
 However, our legal team has also advised that based on the evidence 

supplied, there’s a strong case for breach of contract against Resco 
available for owners who have decided they are no longer prepared to pay 
Resco for what Resco seems to imagine are acceptable standards of 
services provided. 

  
12. What are the estimated costs of bringing the drinking water and grey water/sewage systems 

up to “International Standards”? 
 
 The OTBVOA has a quote for £3.5 million from a UK-based water 

engineering consultancy run by one of the owners. We are currently looking 
at local suppliers to provide estimates for the replacements of the fresh and 
waste water systems.  

 
 It is also one of the 22 claims being made in the BTBA’s legal action against 

the developer, as any water supply and waste network should be built to at 



 

  

 

 

least TRNC standards and to last and be reliable for decades, not one, and 
not built using pipes of provenly (we have had the pipes independently 
tested by an Austrian research institute) wholly unsuitable materials lacking 
the necessary plasticity for such installations, and then installed 
incompetently. 

 
13. The administration plan has to be lodged with the District Land Office together with a list of 

assenting owners. My understanding is that 51% of owners need to give their assent for this 
to be officially recognised. Is that correct? 

  
 No: your understanding is incorrect, and it doesn’t. It needed a simple 

majority of those attending the second AGM. 
 
14. My understanding is that to be considered to be an owner of a property in TRNC one had to 

have title deeds to the property. Is that correct? 
 
 No: in the opinion of our legal team, by handing over the full purchase price 

of their chosen property or properties in exchange for one or more of 
Savyon’s sale agreements, a legal contract has clearly been created and this 
entitles purchasers to be treated in a similar fashion to title deed holding 
owners when it comes to voting. 

 
15. If so, according to 2.0 an EGM requires (as one option) 1/3 of owner’s resolution, therefore 

with the developer owning 170 properties they can exclusively call for an EGM to pass 
resolutions, is that correct? 

 
 No: under the condominium law, the developer is restricted to 30% of the 

total number of properties he owns, so in this case his total voting power is 
51 votes. Evidence would also need to be supplied (eg. sale agreements 
and/or title deeds) for each apartment owned to allow the owner to take part 
in the vote. Can you prove that the developer owns 170 apartments, and 
explain how you’ve obtained this information? 

 
16. I understand that the 3 Capital Contingencies Funds are to be paid from the residue of 

annual Maintenance Payments, but how will any capital contingencies be paid for in the 
initial year of the assembly? 

 
 The first year will see how much income is paid in terms of maintenance 

fees, from which the committee will then form a judgement of the amount 
that can prudently be placed into the contingency funds. 

 
17. What Budget has been set for the Capital Contingency requirements? 



 

  

 

 

 
 Because initially we start with zero budgets, the contingency funds will also 

start at zero. By the end of Year 1, it will become clear as to what amounts 
can be prudently set aside for contingencies. 

 
18. What controls/limits of authority will be placed on the Assembly Committee? 
 
 All those outlined in section 2.0 of the SAP, which has been written by our 

legal team so that it fully complies with the condominium law. 
 
19. How can the assembly have “standing in perpetuity”? What is the length of service OTBVOA 

can serve without being re-elected by owners? 
 
 The Assembly members have been voted in for the year (effectively October 

2019 to October 2020) and other candidates can and are welcome to stand 
at the end of that year. This has also been explained very clearly in the SAP. 

 
20. Removal of committee by a Vote of No Confidence only requires a Majority Vote, but this is 

not defined, so is it only at the AGM or by a secret ballot, or ordinary ballot?  
  
 No: under the condominium law it’s a simple majority vote of those owners 

attending the AGM, and those who have arranged PoAs for their proxy votes. 
TRNC law doesn’t currently allow for electronic voting. 

 
21. Have initial budgets and owner’s contributions been prepared? And how is the annual 

budget to be approved? 
  
 Yes, the key word being ‘initial’. These cannot be completed until the 

tendering exercise is over and a maintenance provider has been selected. 
Accuracy may also depend on Resco enabling a professional handover. 

 
22. People who currently owe ResCo money are eligible for election to the first committee. How 

can this be, smacks of nepotism? 
 
 Nepotism is defined as: ‘the practice among those with power or influence 

of favouring relatives or friends, especially by giving them jobs.’  
 
 No-one on the first Owners’ Assembly committee is paid (the usual benefit 

of a nepotistic arrangement for some to be given ‘jobs’ or sinecures), nor are 
any of them in the category of ‘relatives or friends’.  

 



 

  

 

 

 Moreover, under the TRNC’s condominium law and the required 
arrangements for electing the Owners’ Assembly, anyone who is suspected 
to be on the Owners’ Assembly committee simply for being someone’s 
‘friend’ (as opposed to someone whose skill set is agreed by other 
committee members to be of value) can be challenged by election. In short, 
our constitution gives you ample opportunity to prove your point, 
democratically. 

 
23. Under what terms and for how long will any external provider be appointed? 
 
 Under the same terms in the SAP, and under a contract agreed respecting 

TRNC law and supervised by our legal team Boyra Law, it will be a period 
subject to agreement but which will have clear termination and renewal 
clauses for the protection of both parties involved in the contract. 

 
24. Under Clause 2.0 all owners should have been informed of the Initial AGM, this clearly was 

not the case and therefore how can the assembly be legitimate, apart from the apparent use 
of deception? 

 
 Under the condominium law, the first committee had to show that it made all 

reasonable efforts to inform the owners and purchasers at TBV of the AGMs 
and the agenda of those AGMs. 

 
 All reasonable efforts were made. The OTBVOA contacted owners for whom 

we had email addresses and who were on social media sites. Notices were 
placed around all the TBV swimming pools, The Bistro and The Venue in 
accordance with the condominium law, with full photographic evidence 
taken on the day of the Notices’ installation. 

 
25. What is the purpose of the clause detailing Independent Owners? I can see no other 

reference to that phrase 26. There is no get-out for approval for a member to be co-opted to 
the committee or sub-committee and according to the clause must serve at the discretion of 
the committee? 

 
 The purpose is clear in that it defines an owner with no other interest than 

serving the Assembly without external influence. Is your last part a question 
or a statement? 

 
26. Who decides what is an unreasonable request or a repeated request for financial 

information from a member and what is defined as a reasonable time delay for a reply? 
 



 

  

 

 

 The committee is required under the law and thus in the SAP to give full 
consideration to a request for financial information from an owner, and 
there are also legal obligations in terms of a timely response back to the 
owner. 

 
 Furthermore, we are planning to ensure that the accounts will be posted on 

the OTBVOA’s website every six months. Capital expenditures can be voted 
on by the owners at the AGMs.  

 
 This degree of openness of the accounts is completely different from the 

current situation and there will not be a scenario equivalent to, by way of 
just one example, security cameras appearing without reference to the 
people who are effectively paying for them. 

 
27. What is classed as ‘No Owner Shall Make Externally Visible Alterations’ to the property. What 

is defined as Externally Visible Alterations? 
 
 An alteration that can be seen externally. 
 
28. Who will collect and hold owner’s contributions? 
 
 A combination of the Assembly and the Site Maintenance provider 

(company). Bank accounts will be controlled by the Owners’ Assembly’s 
committee acting on behalf of the owners. 

 
29. Does the law allow for the application of penalties and interest charges? 
 
 Yes, the condominium law is very supportive in that it gives powers to the 

Owners’ Assembly both in the case of non-payers who default on the first 
three invoices, and in the case where a nonpayer continues to refuse to pay. 

 
 Alternatively: This is already contained in the SAP. It would have helped if 

you had read the SAP and understood that once agreed it will be a legally 
registered document under Condominium Law. 

 
30. How many ground floor apartments have private gardens, I only know of villas? 
 
 Correct: it is only villas which form part of TBVE that have private gardens. 

All ground around the owners’ apartments is communal. There are instances 
where owners have turned the communal areas into their own private space. 
This is against the SAP (and indeed the condominium law), and any such 



 

  

 

 

instances will need to revert to a) the same appearance as other communal 
areas and b) give access to all communal land. 

 
31. Where is there a One-Way Traffic System in operation at TBV? And if there is to be one, who 

will “police” the operation of this? 
 
 There is no one way system at TBVE. As TBVE is partly public and private 

roads, should funds be available, then access to the private roads could be 
controlled and any one way systems agreed by the owners can be monitored 
this way.  

 This issue also relates to the way that the public and private roads have 
been used by people on quad bikes for racing, and which represents a 
danger to owners, their guests and especially people with young children. 

 
32. What is the “Parking Framework” exact definition? 
  
 There are defined parking bays throughout TBVE. 
 
33. How will the restriction on owners’ pets and their actions of those pets be policed? 
 
 The SAP covers what is allowed and what is not. Policing will be jointly 

undertaken by the Site Maintenance provider and the owners.  
 
 In the light of the vociferous complaints made about these issues, owners at 

TBV will be encouraged to challenge dog owners who do not have a lead on 
their dog, or allow them to foul TBVE. Such people should be reported to the 
Site Maintenance provider in the first instance, so that their staff can deal 
with the matter in the way that the provider’s experience of managing other 
developments suggests is the best way initially to persuade dog owners to 
respect the TBV rules and regulations. 

 
34. How will the use of pools, or in fact any communal facilities be policed? 
 
 By the Site Maintenance Company walking round the site on a regular basis, 

by their getting to know the owners and tenants, and by their asking new 
faces who they are. Again, owners will be encouraged to play a role in 
reporting the misuse of their facilities. 

 
35. Overall, in practical terms please explain how does the Assembly intends to take over from 

ResCo, as this is not described or detailed? 
 



 

  

 

 

 By using the condominium law, which is the very purpose for which it was 
developed. As stated earlier, in the early days if Resco chooses to act in a 
professional manner during the takeover, this will greatly help smooth the 
transition process. 

 
 
 


